Technical Specifications

Width
standard configuration

65 cm

Rear wheels

Width
narrow armrest

63 cm

Electric
propulsion mechanism

Turning radius

Frame with articulated
front lifting bar

50 cm at the
front, sloping
5° to the back

Speed

460 or
500 mm

55 A
80 A
range

Without the lifting bar, the wheelchair and its user
absorb the impacts. The ride is uncomfortable, and that
causes a variety of problems, such as back pain.

Electrically reclining back
+/– 40°

2 motors
350 W
6 or 10 km/h
depending
on version
> 20 km
> 35 km

73.5 cm

Batteries

Rigid steel,
epoxy paint

Charger

1 charger 8 A
24 V

45 cm
Fire-retardant
washable
tension fabric
(M3)

Standard
custom
user max weight
Wheelchair weight
Without batteries
With batteries

120 kg
140 kg

88 kg
55 A : 104 kg
80 A : 118 kg

Verticalisation LPPR: 4168966

Jointed in the middle, the lifting bar absorbs 50% of
obstacles encountered. It provides unrivalled comfort
during outdoor excursions.

The compliance of the apparatus with
annex I of EU directive 93/42/CEE
is certified by the CE label.

Distributed by

With its 55 amps of battery power, the P-Access
already has a range of 20 km, but with the 80 amp
option, this can be increased to 35 km.
It is therefore essential to choose a comfortable
wheelchair so as to take full benefit from this
battery life.

Ø 360 x 80 mm
inflatable

2 batteries
AGM of 55 A
or 80 A

Why a front lifting bar?
Seat width

Height
adjustment
80 mm

Ø 200 x 50 mm
with
Front wheels maintenancefree tyres

97 cm

Backrest height

When moving outdoors, all wheelchair types
encounter height-related obstacles (uneven ground,
cobblestones, stones, pebbles, small steps, etc.)
that cause uncomfortable jolts.

Footrest
adjustable to the rear

Total length
with footrest down

Seat height

The P-Access is the only electric
standing wheelchair with an
articulated lifting bar.

75 cm
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Total length
with footrest up
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One of a kind

P-Access:
simple and efficient!
The new generation of P-Access confirms its strong points:
BZX]Vc^Xsimplicity that guarantees the wheelchair’s
reliability
EZg[dgbVcXZefficiency guarantees comfort when seated
as well as high-quality verticalisation
6pleasant ride due to the front lifting bar and the rear
suspension
All within a controlled budget

Wheelchair produced using reliable technical solutions
and acclaimed electronics.

Ergonomics of the armrests
which adapt to the shape
of the forearms.

OPTIONS AND
ACCESSORIES

Standard electric
adjustment
of backrest angle
which provides continuous
compensation both
when sitting and standing up.

3-axis headrest

Indicators
and red lights

Retractable
clothes guard.

Retractable tray

Ergonomic
knee support,
adjustable3-ways.

Ergonomic
backrest

Rigid seat,
adjustable in height
and depth.

Third party
control
Comfortable lifting bar
that absorbs 50% of ground
irregularities at the front
and is complemented by
suspension with an adjustable
shock absorber at the back,
providing exceptional
seated comfort.

Foot plates:
one-piece, adjustable,
ingenious locking system.

Front
safety wheels
ensure stability
in the standing position.

For other options:
consult us

LED road kit.

10 COLOURS
Powerful standard motors
(2 x 350 watts)

